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Dated: 13 -3 -QA`L'L

On scrutiny of documents (2nd page of admit card) after receiving a requisition
of Second Page of Admit Cards from CC-II Branch for Post Code 19/15 JUNIOR
CLERK in DELHI TRANSPORT CORPORATION by DSSSB, it has be(in found that

Mr. Arvind Kumar, whose details are mentioned in table below, was found indulging
in unfair means, malpractices and criminal activity like Cheating, Impersonation,
Forgery, Conspiracy etc. during the above said post code exam.

Name of E][am:-Post Code 19/ 15
(JUNIOR CLERK in DELHI TRANSPORT CORPORATION)

Candidate's
name,
Candidate's
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Candi Roll No of Candidate
's Address
date's Written
Father Exam/
name
Still Test

Arvind Kumar/

Harblr

11390300408

UR/
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/
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5160000135

Reason

VPO-Barona,

The Person who has appeared for the

Tehs"-

candidate Arvind Kumar in Online CBT

Kharkhoda,

Exam

Sonipat

dated 22.02.2021 has also appeared in

(Haryana)

the Post Cc)de-20/18 in the name of

dated

Naveen

(Roll

11.10.2019

No.

& Skill

Test

11120102466-CBT),

on 04/09/2019, who had already been
debarred.

Thus a case of impersonation.

Further, it is not out of place to mention here that the Candidates appearing in
various exaninations being conducted by the DSSSB have repeatedly been warned not
to resort to any unfair means/ malpractices and further, that:
"A_n_g^_a:t.=.Tpt_to .cc:y:in_it or qbet,. as the case may be all or ang Of the acts such as

(;)a:r5,erhs±^a_:tf#g^i_.=_n_4[!!i_),To,curing.impersonattonbdi;nJ--p-er::i-#;;'i:-=ditrtir:;ut-o
rencler linself/ herself liable to criwirLall proseoutiorL, -be liaJbEe:"

a) To be disqualified by the Board from the examination I.or which he/
she is a candidate as also from any other examination/selection of
the Board in which he/ she might have appeared by the final result/
selection has not been declared/ made and or
b) To be debarred either permanently or for a specified period from any
examination held or selection made by them and or,

c) To take disciplinary action if he/she is already in service under
Government and or,
d) To take any other legal action'

Further, attention is drawn to the following provisions of the "General
Instruction" for candidates for the various post Codes in online, offline & PET
examinations.
"elf ,na,rg,^CAans.e °Difr:mp~e~r~S:?^T?+i,P?. ,comes to no.rice then Overall ln-charge a obseri)er

?#nl:r!°^dngn:^-F.IP_Aa_3?-i_r3:_bpthp.ersons_i.e.ii=diiit_is_'`L;;;'':i:i;ieouduaunsf'Utc|e
t=Dpneeras:#:nr:I:rear:ev::=IT^fcsne±±°.nns._Tpe:=ii±=;iil~:;:oub%%:a:::f;:=
appeanng in f a.fare excLIns of DSssB and oth:r Bo-a;a/-i;in=;:sivdrns:;'
Thus, it is clear that the candidate had arranged to have another person taking
examinations in place of him/her. Thus, the candidate and the impersonator have
indulged in the following activities amounting to impersonation:

i)

Appearing for examination for another candidate or arranging to have
another person taken an examination for the candidate.
ii) Allowing/Making somebody else to write answers on candidate's behalf
during exanination.
iii) Helping or receiving help from other candidates to impersonate.

iv) Signing/ getting signed the attendance sheet and other examination
documents on somebody else's behalf either partially or completely.

v) Providing admit card to another person to enable him to appear on
behalf of the candidate.

Further, this candidate have also indulged in the act of FORGERY and
UNLAWFUL ACT by altering the identity proof of candidates, admit cards etc, and
produced these documents to the examination conducting functionaries with the
intent to defraud, as the documents produced are materially different frt)in the records
available with the DSSSB.

Therefore, it is evident that the candidate along with impersonator was actively

involved in the crime related to impersonation, cheating, forgery, connivance and
conspiracy as specified in Indian Penal Code.
In view of above facts and circumstances, the DSSSB has come to the
conclusion that, prima facie, a case of impersonation, cheating, forge]-y, connivance
and conspiracy is made out against the candidates.
The DSSSB adheres to ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY TOWARDS ANY
MISCONDUCT by any candidate or any persons. Therefore, in view the above
Mr. Arvind Kumar S/o Sh. Harbir Singh having Date of Birth: 24/07/1988 bearing
Roll No. : 11390300408/ 5160000135 of Post Code 19/15 is hereby debarred from

any examination conducted/to be conducted by the DSSSB for lifetime w.e.f
11/ 10/2019. F\irther the candidature of Mr. Arvind Kumar will be deemed cancelled
if he has appeared in any exam conducted by DSSSB prior to above date.
This issue with the prior approval of Competent Authority.

DeputyLc;etary,
: Fham
To
Mr. Arvind Kumar S/o Sh. Harbir Singh
Address:

VPO-Barona, Tehsil-Kharkhoda, Sonipat (Haryana).
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Copy to:>

P.S. to Chairperson, DSSSB

>

P.S. to COB, DSSSB

>
>

PA to Secretary, DSSSB
Deputy Secretary (CC-I, CC-II, CC-Ill, CC-IV, CC-V) DSSSB with the request to
ensure that none of these candidates is selected in any post code.
> Deputy Secretary (Vigilance) with request to lodge FIR in Crime Branch, Delhi.
> AD Planning/ DS P&P, DSSSB for further necessary action.
> IT Branch, with request to upload on the website of DSSSB and also to make a

mechanism in a manner that none of these candidates can fill up online
application form for debarred period.
> Guard file.

L.
(Deputy Secretary)
: Exam

